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Executive Summary

Three years ago the U.S. Supreme Court decided the case of Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission. It found that Congress lacked the power to prohibit independent spending on electoral speech by corporations. A later lower-court decision, SpeechNow v. Federal Election Commission, applied Citizens United to such spending and related fundraising by individuals. Concerns about the pernicious political and electoral consequences of the Citizens United decision have fostered several proposals to amend the Constitution. Most simply propose giving Congress unchecked new power over spending on political speech, power that will be certainly abused. The old and new public purposes cited for restricting political spending and speech (preventing corruption, restoring equality, and others) are not persuasive in general and do not justify the breadth of power granted under these amendments.
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The authors of several of these amendments recognize this implication; they respond by carving out an exception for “freedom of the press” to the general congressional powers to control spending and speech. Some corporations and speakers are indeed more equal than others. Some are free of government control over their speech; others are subject to whatever restrictions and prohibitions Congress might wish to impose. However, making one kind of speaker “more equal” creates a new inequality between unregulated speakers and the regulated class. It also affirms the unequal influence over elections that media corporations would enjoy after rival speakers are silenced. Finally, this carve-out for the press suggests that the distinction between those who are permitted to speak and those who are not permitted to speak corresponds with a distinction between liberal/conservative or perhaps, in a polarized age, between Democrat/Republican. The amendments thus appear to write partisan ideological advantages into the Constitution. Some may decry writing such private interests into a document meant to benefit all citizens. In any case, the authors of the amendments should be more explicit about their partisan intentions so citizens can assess the proposed changes in the basic law.

Finally, did Citizens United mean that some voices were "drowned out"? This complaint is often heard and rarely specified. Recent history raises doubts whether the rich and conservative dominate the funding of elections, thereby "drowning out" other voices and other interests. "Big Money" existed prior to Citizens United, and much of it went to the self-styled party of "the little guy." For example, the financier George Soros and two friends gave $75 million to the John Kerry campaign in 2004. Large contributions to 527 organizations—the Super PACs of that era—went four-to-one in favor of Kerry in 2004. In 2000, contributions in excess of $100,000 went predominately to the Democrats. More recently, a majority of individuals making over $200,000 annually voted for President Obama in 2008. The left-leaning Obama also took half of the votes of those making over $100,000 annually. In 2012, Obama did worse than in 2008 among those making over $100,000; he nonetheless received 46 percent of their votes. His supporters have ample funds to make their views known to voters. Moreover, in 2012, some evidence indicates that the Obama campaign used fundraising to actively involve voters in the campaign as well as raise money; the Romney campaign did not engage voters through fundraising. In the end, what matters is who votes rather than who gives money, and in that regard Obama in 2012 seems to have done much better than his opponent. In general, wealthy people are more conservative than the average American. Rich liberals, however, put their money where their ideas are. In the end, both sides are heard. No one is "drowned out."

Conclusion

Fears about the putative political and electoral consequences of the Citizens United decision have fostered several proposals to amend the Constitution. Most simply propose giving Congress unchecked power over political speech, power that will be certainly abused. The old and new public purposes cited for restricting political spending and speech are not persuasive in general and do not justify the breadth of power granted under these amendments. Americans should defend—not amend away—the freedom of speech recognized by the First Amendment.
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